
Millennium Mat Meets Tight Timeline for Robotic 
Show Demo 
 
Millennium Mat Automation Engineers, 
Justin Chastang and Evan Sieli, had only 4 
weeks to take their latest trade show demo 

project from concept to the show floor.  Once the design stage 
and approval process ran their course, it was crunch time to 
build, program and deliver the robotic demo to Germany. 
 
Millenium Mat is a leading manufacturer and supplier of officially 
licensed floor mats, door mats and other fan gear in the USA. 
Each FanMats® product is produced in a 138,000 sq. ft. state-
of-the art manufacturing facility in Suwanee, Georgia.  Justin 
and Evan were responsible to deliver a fully automated robotics 
system that would interface with customers and attendees at the 
Texcare 2016 show being held in Frankfurt Germany.  Texcare 
International is the world’s leading trade fare for the laundry, dry cleaning and textile 
rental sectors. 
 
The demo unit consisted of a robot cell that interacted with show attendees, handing out 
specific samples as requested by the customer.  The attendee would select the sample 
case they wanted to look at using a SCADA HMI interface.  The Fanuc robot would 
retrieve the appropriate item and present it to attendee.  When they were finished 
reviewing the sample it was put down the case and the robot would pick it up, bring it to 
a Cognex In-Sight 7200 inspection system which would read a 2D code on the case.  
The code would tell the robot to return the case to it’s correct location. When not 
retrieving and returning cases, Evan programmed in an Eye Catching Motion with the 
Robot to grab the attention of attendees. 
 
Evan was responsible for the programming the Robot and Vision system while Justin 
was responsible for Electrical and Mechanical Design. Both came together to assemble 
the Frame, Custom Tooling and make the four separate systems work together (Fanuc 
Robot, Cognex Vision, Allen Bradley PLC and Indusoft SCADA). The entire demo was 
made with the 80/20 extrusion including the robot base, the sample product case 
storage and the guarding to protect the public from the moving robot. 
 
“The biggest hurdle was to design and build the machine base and protective framing 
for the demo.” Explains Evan.  “We worked with ACS, sending them our CAD drawings.  
They cut and kitted the 80/20 extrusion for the entire project and sent it to us for 
assembly.  We were in a real tight time frame, everything was done with overnight 
delivery and ACS responded really quickly.” 
 



 


